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Abstract – The paper focuses on development of requirements
specification for steganographic systems. The main concepts and
fields of use of steganography are briefly explained. Criteria that
can be used for various non-functional requirements are grouped
and their possible metrics are given with examples and sample
requirements. The authors provide an original systematic
approach to develop requirements for steganographic systems
based on the field of use and the importance of each criterion in
the selected field. The approach also allows for automated
selection of steganographic algorithms based on the requirements
and is related to the concept of the Universal Stegoconstructor,
which guarantees that clients receive the required steganographic
system from the developers.

Steganography has multiple fields of use (see Section II),
but the classic field of use for steganography is hidden
communication. For example, Alice needs to send a message
to Bob through a stegochannel that is monitored by a warden.
The warden reads all the messages before they arrive to Bob.
In cases when the warden finds something suspicious the
message is blocked and will never reach Bob (see Fig. 2). In
such a situation, cryptography will protect the message itself,
but will raise the suspicion of the warden. Steganography
would embed the secret message into another message or an
image and the warden would ideally let it through to Bob
without any suspicion.

Keywords – Copyright protection, data security, digital
watermarking, requirements specification, steganography.

I. INTRODUCTION
The word “steganography” comes from the Greek language
and means “covered writing”. Steganography as a science
studies the exchange of information in a way that the fact of
the exchange remains unseen [1].
It shares a goal similar to cryptography – to protect
information, but unlike cryptography, where the goal is to
make the contents of the information unreadable for
unauthorised persons, the goal of steganography is to hide the
existence of information itself. Although steganography does
not require computers to be performed, the given paper
focuses on a form of modern steganography – digital
steganography, which hides messages (a sequence of bits) into
containers (usually a file, also a sequence of bits) resulting in a
stegocontainer, a file with the message embedded into it.
Digital pictures, videos, text documents and other digital files
can be used as a container as long as they contain some
redundant data. A simplified steganographic process is shown
in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. A simplified steganographic process [1].

Fig. 2. Hidden communication example.

The field of digital steganography is growing in popularity
due to the problems of communication privacy (various
government surveillance scandals), copyright protection and
possible encryption limitations, which can limit the freedom of
speech [2], as well as already existing limitation in China [3].
Steganography is also a potentially growing threat due to its
potential use by terrorists, which in turn boosts the field of
steganalysis that is aimed at detecting the use of
steganography. Along with the popularity of the field of
steganography, the interest in developing steganographic
systems and software could also increase in the future.
In order to develop a steganographic system for any
purpose, a requirements specification is necessary. This way
the client could define the goals that need to be achieved and
the requirements that the developers need to consider during
development.
Sommerville [4] defines requirements specification as “the
process of writing down the user and system requirements in a
requirements document”. In [5], this document is called the
requirements specification and is defined as an “unambiguous
and complete specification document”, which is needed for
software customers to describe what they want to obtain and
the developer to understand what the customer wants.
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The requirements specification should contain functional and
non-functional requirements, where functional requirements
define the services the system should provide and nonfunctional requirements are constraints on those services.
Although there are guides on how to develop requirements
specifications [4], [6], the field of digital steganography has
some specifics that should be considered and have not been
researched previously in the context of requirements
specification. The goal of the given paper is to provide a guide
for the development of such requirements specifications for
steganographic systems as well as show how the ideas can be
used further for the automated selection of steganographic
methods or algorithms based on the customer use scenario.
Section II introduces the fields of use of modern digital
steganography. Section III presents the approach to the
development of requirements specification for steganographic
systems. Section IV is devoted to various requirements and
criteria that can be defined for steganographic systems.
Section V introduces the concept of the Universal
Stegoconstructor and links it to the approach presented in
Section III. Section VI briefly explains the possibilities of
automated method selection based on the requirements. The
last section provides a summary of the present paper as well as
defines areas of further research.
II. APPLICATION FIELDS

The field of digital watermarking focuses on protection of
copyright and intellectual property. Instead of a hidden
message, an invisible digital watermark is embedded, which
either identifies the author of the work, the owner of the copy
or some other information, like metadata or copy protection
data. In this field, the focus is on the robustness of the
message – the watermark must still be readable even after
various transformations of the original container (for example,
compression). The “secrecy” of the message usually is not as
important as in concealed communication, sometimes the fact
that a watermark exists is no secret at all [1], [7].
The field of fingerprinting hides data with specific
information that can be used to track individual media files,
usually for content authentication (for example, finding
copyrighted videos on video sharing sites) or transaction
control, where each transaction is identified by the embedded
message.
Each application field has its own goals related to the use of
steganography. The criteria that are most important in each
field also vary. When the client defines the requirements, the
concept of the “magic” triangle should be noted (see Fig. 4). It
features three corners: capacity, imperceptibility and
robustness (all 3 criteria are introduced in Section IV). The
main idea is that all 3 criteria cannot be implemented to a high
degree at once and the client needs to consider his priorities
and sometimes lower the minimum requirements.

Digital steganography has multiple fields of use. The fields
summarised in the paper are based on [1] and [7] (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 4. The “magic” triangle of digital steganography [8].

The triangle is not the only possible figure, depending on
the use case both the figure and the criteria can easily change,
for example, paper [9] introduces a “magic” hexagon for
digital image steganography. In any case, the requirements
need to be defined in order to develop requirements
specification.
Fig. 3. The main application fields of digital steganography.

III. DEVELOPING REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
In the field of concealed communication, the goal is to hide
the message from the attacker as the protection of the message
is the top priority. In the case of passive warden (see Fig. 2),
the attacker can only see the message and block it, if
necessary. In case of the active warden, he is able to alter the
message before Bob receives it. The malicious warden is able
not only to modify the message, but also send fake messages
in order to confuse Bob and Alice and find out their means of
communication. This case is rarely considered in
steganography methods [1].

The authors suggest a systematic approach to develop
requirements specification for steganographic systems: it starts
with the definition of goals of the future system and ends with
the selection of the possible algorithms (see Fig. 5 for the
steps of this approach). The circles with A, B, C and D are
links to another concept and will be introduced in Section V.
Step 1 is the definition of the general goal that the
steganographic system must achieve, for example, protect
video using watermarks or encode hidden data in video files.
Based on that goal, the client must choose the application field
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of digital steganography (see Section II). Based on the
application field selected, the client can define the functional
requirements and select criteria that are required (see Table VI
demonstrating the importance of various criteria based on the
application field), as well as define the non-functional
requirements for the system accordingly (see Section IV for
the possible criteria that are specific in the field of digital
steganography). After defining all other requirements,
including those that are not specific in the field of digital
steganography (Step 5), the specification document can be
created (Step 6) and the developers can use the specification to
select (or develop) the possible steganographic algorithm
(Step 7). This step can be automated (see Section VI). After
the algorithm is selected, the system can be developed
according to the specification.

Fig. 5. The systematic approach to develop requirements specification for
steganographic systems.

IV. REQUIREMENTS FOR STEGANOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS
The authors have compiled and grouped some of the
possible criteria for steganographic systems that can be used to
define requirements. The groups are as follows:
 Message requirements (see Table I);
 Container requirements (see Table II);
 Stegocontainer requirements (see Table III);
 Algorithm requirements (see Table IV);
 Security requirements (see Table V).
The corresponding tables provide the criteria, their short
descriptions, possible metrics and examples of requirement.
The criteria given are meant for use in the requirements

specification and can be defined both for the algorithm used
and the steganographic system itself as a whole.
Steganographic systems are not limited to the criteria
mentioned – they can have other requirements that are not
specific in the field of digital steganography. In [4] and [6],
the process of defining these requirements is described. One
such example – the cost of the steganographic system, where
the cost of development, cost of encoding and decoding
hardware as well as maintenance costs must all be considered
during the requirements engineering phase [1]. This
requirement is almost the same as in any other information
system and will not be considered in the present paper.
Table VI shows the importance of the mentioned criteria in
each of the application fields mentioned in Section II. Using
this table, the client can select the intended field of use and see
all the important criteria and requirements that need to be
defined. The table has been created by the authors using
descriptions of digital steganography and watermarking
available in [1], [7] and [10] as well as relying on personal
experience.
Some criteria are optional and are dependent on the specific
use case – for example, embedding domain and stegocontainer
size. The client must decide if it is necessary to define a
requirement for this criterion or not.
Criteria that are marked as “very important” are almost
obligatory in the application field and must be included in the
requirements specification. Criteria marked as “important”
should also be included, but they are not the main focus in the
application field, and requirements for the criterion can be
lower to meet the needs of other requirements.
Criteria that are marked as “not important” or “not needed”
can be skipped unless needed by the specific use scenario.
As shown in the table, the field “Hidden Communication”
focuses on the secrecy of the message (imperceptibility) and
the size of the embedded message (maximum size and
capacity). The container can be either selected or constructed
(container selection type), as the user is not forced to embed in
a specific cover container and choose another one if a specific
one does not work well. Both public and private keys can be
used.
Digital watermarking and fingerprinting focus on
robustness to keep the hidden message or watermark safe from
various transformations both by attackers and transformations
during broadcast or compression. The container selection type
is non-selective, which means that the system is not allowed to
skip some containers as it should embed in them, which will in
turn raise requirements for embedding effectiveness, which is
also marked as important for this reason. The type of key for
digital watermarking depends on the application – in some
cases, only private or public keys can be used (for example,
proof of ownership – only the owner should be able to read
and write the message, or copy protection – where only the
owner can write the message, but any software that reads the
media should be able to read the embedded message back).
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TABLE I
MESSAGE REQUIREMENTS
Criterion

Short description

Metrics

Maximum
message size

Describes the maximum size of the message that the system must be able to
embed into a given container. Can be given in bits or some other unit
(characters, pixels, etc.).

Message
modification

Describes the possibility to modify an already embedded message without the
need for the original container. One way to do this is to modify the changed bits
again to new values or return the stegcontainer to the original condition and
embed again [1].

Multiple
messages

Describes if it is necessary to be able to embed multiple messages into a single
container [1]. This can be done with multiple messages in different parts of the
container or by nesting stegocontainers by layers (see [11] – metadata are
embedded into geographical data with other geographical data, which also have
metadata embedded into them).

Bits

Yes / No

Yes / No

Example
The system must be able to embed a
message with the size up to 32 bits.
The system must be able to change the
embedded message without using the
original container.
The system must be able to embed up to 2
messages with the maximum size into a
container.

TABLE II
CONTAINER REQUIREMENTS
Criterion

Short description

Possible metrics

Example

Type of
container

Describes the possible type of digital containers. Almost any type of file can be
used, but the container should contain redundant data, which can be used for
embedding [12]. It is also necessary to specify the nature of the digital file – it
can be of fixed size (the size is known before embedding) or stream (the final
size is unknown) [7]. The contents of the containers should also be described
(photos of animals, people, technical documents, etc.).

Text, Image,
Sound, Video,
Other.

File formats and
specifications

Supported
file formats

Specifies the file formats that the system must support for embedding and
extraction. If only one format is specified, file format specific methods can be
used. More specific file formats can also be given, for example, XML files
generated by PowerDesigner 4.2 from class diagrams. The client should
consider that the attackers can change the file format of the stegocontainer
possibly removing the hidden message.

The system must be able to embed
and extract messages from and
into JPG and PNG images.

Non-selective;

Container
selection
type

Specifies if the system has a choice of the container to embed the message into
[7]. If a file is given to the system and the message must be embed into it the
selection type is non-selective. If the system has a number of files and can select
the best one for embedding the selection type is selective [13]. Constructing
type generates the container based on the message that needs to be hidden, for
example, [14] generates a spam message with hidden data and no input
container.

The system can select the file
from a list based on the
parameters.

Fixed size or
stream.

Selective;

The system must be able to embed
messages into fixed size digital
photos of city landscapes and
mountains.

Constructing.

TABLE III
ALGORITHM REQUIREMENTS
Criterion

Capacity

Short description

Example

Bits per unit (Mb, pixel, DCT block, minute etc).

The system must be able to embed
at least 1 bit per nonzero DCT
coefficient.

Shows the speed at which the steganographic
algorithm can perform.

As the speed of an algorithm is both hardware and
implementation dependent it is suggested to use the
Big-O Notation to describe the speed like regular
information systems (see [15] and [4]). Maximum
execution time in seconds for specific functions can
also be defined (client should then define the
hardware and containers that will be used for
measurements).

The system must be able to embed
a message of maximum size into a
500x500 pixel BMP format
picture within 5 seconds.

Defines the domain in which the data are
embedded within the container.

Name of the embedding domain (Spatial domain,
Transform domain, Wavelet domain, Time domain
and others) as well as a range or frequency
specifications.

The system must embed the
message in the Spatial domain of
the container.

Speed

Embedding
domain

Possible metrics

Describes how many bits can be hidden per
unit of data. The unit of measurement is
heavily influenced by the steganographic
algorithm used and defining this criterion too
specifically can limit the spectre of
algorithms that the developer can use.
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TABLE IV
STEGOCONTAINER REQUIREMENTS
Criterion

Short description

Possible metrics

Example

Peak Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR)
for Video and images (see [16]),
Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) for
sound [7]. For text: percentage of
changed units (letters, words, tags
etc.).

The PSNR of the stegocontainer
compared to original container
must not exceed 35 dB.

Imperceptibility

Shows how much the stegocontainer has changed
compared to the original container. If the changes
are noticeable, the stegocontainer can raise
suspicion and the message can be found. The
changes can appear as various noises, artefacts,
errors or changes in colour depending on the
container and method used.

Fidelity

Shows the perceptual difference between the
original container and the stegocontainer. This is
the difference in quality that viewers can notice
after a video has been compressed with a video
codec.

In [17] a methodology is presented
that allows measuring quality and
noise at 5 levels based on a group of
respondents who have shown both
original and modified work.

The stegocontainer can contain
perceptible noise, but it must not
be annoying.

Bits; percentage of increase.

Stegocontainer size

Defines the minimum and maximum size of the
stegocontainer. The minimum size is needed
because smaller sizes may have no redundant
data to embed the message. The maximum size is
needed to limit the size growth of the
stegocontainer compared to the original
container.

Both containers and
stegocontainers must be of the
size in between 2 MB and 7 MB.
Stegocontainer must not be more
than 10 % larger than the
original container.

Probability – from 0 (never) to 1
(always).

The embedding efficiency must
be 0.95 or more.

Embedding efficiency

Defines the probability that an embedded
message can be extracted from the
stegocontainer. Some methods cannot always
guarantee that the message will be successfully
embedded into the container and the message
will not always be readable [7]. The parameter
defines the minimum acceptable probability.

Percentage or probability of false
positive detections (see [18] and
[1]).

False positive rate must not
exceed 10–6.

False Positive Rate

Shows the probability of a container to be
detected as having a message when it does not
have a message embedded; the probability of a
message not being detected inside a
stegocontainer.
Defines how the hidden message is extracted.
Blind – only the stegocontainer is needed for
extraction.

Blind;

The system must be able to
extract the hidden message from
the stegocontainer without
having the original container.

Extraction method

Informed – both the stegocontainer and the
original container are needed for extraction. In
[1], it is noted that for most use cases informed
extraction is impossible, but when it is possible
and the attacker has no access to the original
container, informed methods can be more
efficient than blind ones.

Informed.
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TABLE V
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
Criterion

Resistance against
steganalysis

Robustness

Resistance against
attacks

Short description

Possible metrics

Steganalysis is a field that specialises in
discovering the use of steganography and the
detection of hidden messages, usually by
using methods of statistics [10] (see [19], [20]
and [21] for examples of such approaches).
Steganalysis can be performed both manually
or using some form of software (even
completely automatically).

Paper [22] presents a scale of 1 to 3 to describe the
resistance against steganalysis based on

Robustness in the context of steganography
specifies the resistance of the message to
various transformations of the stegocontainer
[1]. For example, these transformations could
be compression, format change printing and
scanning, writing the video to VHS tape,
change of sound pitch, etc. These changes
could be done both by attacker and by the
channel in which the media are sent (for
example, online video services). These
alterations can make the hidden message
unreadable.

The client needs to specify whenever he needs a
robust or fragile algorithm. In fragile algorithms
the message is lost, whenever the stegocontainer
undergoes changes, which is necessary in multiple
fields of use. If the client specifies the need for a
robust algorithm, it is needed to specify the types
of transformations the container should be able to
undergo without losing the hidden message [23].

The message embedded
into the stegocontainer
must be resistant to image
rotation up to 1.5 degrees in
any direction.

Defines the resistance of the system to various
attacks [10]. Defines 4 groups of attacks:

The actions that should be allowed and denied for
all users should be specified, which can result in
the list of possible attacks that need to be guarded
against (see [1] and [10] for possible attack types).

The system must allow
regular users to detect the
embedded watermark, but
only content owners can
embed or change it.

None, private, public keys or both.

The system must use
private steganographic
keys. The message should
be encrypted using public
cryptographic keys.

1. Attacks against the embedded message or
watermark;

1. the existence of steganalysis algorithms to
break the steganographic algorithm;
2. statistical changes in the stegocontainer;
3. information that can be received by using
incorrect keys with the stegocontainer during
extraction.

Example
The steganographic
algorithm must not
introduce any statistical
changes to the container
and should not have
steganalysis methods
against publicly available
ones.

2. Geometric attacks;
3. Cryptographic attacks;
4. Attacks against the steganographic
algorithm used or the system itself.

Type of keys

The parameter specifies the type of keys used
in the system. It must be noted that there are
two types of keys: steganographic and
cryptographic keys. The steganographic key
specifies the way in which the algorithm hides
the message, but cryptographic keys encrypt
the message itself.

See [7] for details about the key types. The
principles apply to both steganographic and
cryptographic keys.

In [24], it is defined that a secure
cryptographic algorithm should not allow the
message to be extracted without the key even
when the method is known. The authors
suggest that the same should be applied to the
steganographic algorithm.
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TABLE VI
IMPORTANCE OF CRITERIA BY FIELDS OF USE AND POSSIBLE VALUES

Maximum
message size
Message
modification

Not needed

Multiple messages

Not needed

Type of container

Optional

Optional

Optional

Important

Optional

Not important

Optional

Not important
No

Optional

No

Content

Not important

Optional

Optional

No

Optional

Optional

No

Supported file
formats
Container
selection type

Optional

Optional

Optional

Selective, Constructing

Non-selective

Non-selective

Imperceptibility

Very important

Important

Important

Fidelity

Not needed

Important

Important

Stegocontainer
size
Embedding
effectiveness

Optional

Optional

Optional

Not important

Important

Important

False positive rate

Not important

Optional

Optional

Extraction
method

Blind, informed

Capacity

Important

Optional
Important

Blind,
informed

Blind

Blind

Not important

Optional

Optional

Blind,
informed

Optional

Speed

Not important
Optional

Optional

Optional

Resistance against
steganalysis

Very important

Optional

Optional

Very important

Important

Robustness

Type of keys

No

Important
No

Public, Private

Yes

Yes

No

Public,
Private,
None

Public

V. THE UNIVERSAL STEGOCONSTRUCTOR
A connected concept to the approach defined in Section III
is the Universal Stegoconstructor, which is described in detail
in [25] and [11]. It allows the customer to receive and the
developer to select the most appropriate steganographic
method based on the criteria defined. The concept is shown in
Fig.ure 6. Multiple steps of the Universal Stegoconstructor
need inputs, which can be provided by the approach defined in
section III of this work (see A, B, C and D as inputs in Fig. 6
as well as outputs in Fig. 5).

Yes

Private

Blind

Not important

Embedding
domain

Resistance against
attacks

authentication

Adding
Metadata

Transaction
tracking

Fingerprinting

Copy
Protection

Proof of

Ownership

Owner
Identification

Monitoring

Broadcast

Digital Watermarking

Warden

Malicious

Active Warden

Warden

Passive

Hidden Communication

Public

Optional
Public,
Private,
None

Public, Private

Input A passes the information about the container and the
size of the embedded message. Step B selects the necessary
level of quality for embedding based on the user requirements.
Step C is used to select the required level of robustness based
on the channel noises and possible transformations. Step D
was added in the given work and provides a library of
steganographic methods that is described in Section VI.
By using both the approach presented and the Universal
Stegoconstructor concept, the client can successfully define
the requirements needed and the developers can select the
most appropriate methods for development.
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Fig. 6. The concept of the Universal Stegoconstructor [25] modified with the inputs from the approach introduced in the present research (A, B, C, D).

VI. AUTOMATED SELECTION OF
STEGANOGRAPHIC ALGORITHMS
Using the approach specified in Section III, it is possible to
automatically select applicable steganographic methods or
algorithms to the use case defined by the client.
The authors suggest that a knowledge base of
steganographic algorithms is gathered (by the developers or
possibly even the customer) with all characteristics, criteria
and constraints. Then by using the requirements from the
specification, the criteria for an algorithm for this use case can
be defined.
Afterwards each method in the knowledge base is compared
by each criterion whenever it is acceptable by the defined
requirements. In this way methods can be filtered – ones that
cannot be used for this use case will not satisfy minimum
requirements. If no methods are usable for the client’s
specifications, then a new algorithm should be developed or
the client needs to lower his requirements.
The mentioned automated selection is possible in a simple
use case, but it has several challenges if applied practically:
 There are no universally accepted methods or
guidelines to benchmark steganographic algorithms
in all criteria (see [26] as an example of such
guidelines), and the descriptions of algorithms
usually are not directly comparable;
 Most descriptions of steganographic algorithms do
not have publicly available implementations, which

do not allow comparing methods empirically to fill
the needed knowledge base;
 Some algorithms perform differently based on the
container and message used, so all methods need to
be tested on the same set of containers that the client
needs, which can prove to be a challenge;
 Not all steganalysis methods are publicly available,
which makes it hard to evaluate the security of the
selected algorithm.
VII. CONCLUSION
The paper has presented guidelines for the development of
requirements specification for steganographic systems using
an original systematic approach based on the customer use
case. The base criteria for non-functional requirements have
been defined and grouped as well as their connections to
various use cases of digital steganography. The approach
further extends the previous research of the authors – the
concept of the Universal Stegoconstructor in the context of
developing requirements for the system. The research has also
provided the option of automated method selection based on
the criteria defined by the customer.
While developing the requirements specification, the
customer should be aware of the possibilities that
steganographic and digital watermarking systems can provide,
and specific criteria that can be defined for the developers. Yet
it is necessary to understand that if all criteria are set to high
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values, the developer will be unable to find such an algorithm
to satisfy all of them (see the “magical” triangle in Fig. 4), so
each and every criterion must be weighted carefully.
Further research will focus on the development of
steganographic systems based on specifications created using
the presented guidelines, creation of a knowledge base of
publicly available steganographic methods as well as
improving the automatic method selection capabilities.
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